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AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
BURDOCK ROOTS FOR HOGS.
culloch was there, having„ _gone thither for j ed, and then, as a consummation, you will
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
eral rare species of water birds.
We were told the other day by a friend
have
a
portion
with
those,
who
having
Brador was the next stage in the progress! the purpose of introducing them to some
JAMES K. REMI CH.
sown the wimL will reap th« whirlwind." j that the roots of the common Burdock are
Office on the Main=Slreet,--opposite the Meeting-House. of the travellers ; on their way to this port, I gentlemen of the Provincial Assembly, in
Engle’s Pleafor Religion. j eaten with greàt avidity by Hogs.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
they explored several of the’ intermediate | whose company they passed several^ agreeHe states that he has put an ear of corn
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— islands where many species of birds were i able hours. From
this place to Halifax,
T
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which found breeding in abundance. These is the appearance of the country becomes less
« WHAT WILL PEOPLE SAY ?” by the side of one of these roots, and the
This single phrase is lhe cause of much hog seized upon the root fi»;st, and would
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
lands are resorted toby, people from Nova and less attractive.
. 1
... nM tnnnh the nnrn until th^ rnnf WTSt PritlFP.
indecision
of® character.
He who .is guided
, ■>»>'<>“'> >',e «f"
thfc r00tfw h 7 T
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
The appearance of Halifax is pleasing at
Scotia, for the purpose of procuring eggs ;
- ■
!ly devoured. If all hogs are as fond of it as
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
a distance, but a residence of a few days did j in his actions, only by reference to the opin- j were these, this troublesome plant will gain
they
commence
their
operations
by
tramp

The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
ling on all which they find on the islands, not incline the travellers to feel much re- ions of others, has seta will-’o-wisp bea-■i in reputation.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
and
on the following day begin to collect gret at lhe period of their departure; they j con that will lead him farther in lhe morass
It already has much honor in the domes- •
charged for its insertion.
those which are newly laid; and, so suc were so unfortunate as not to see any of lhe i than he at first thought possible.. If a man tic practice. Its leaves being excellent in
I,,
incfo'irl
aceti
mi n or con
nrl nndpviatincr
nrininstead
of
assuming
sound,
undeviating
prin

gentlemen
to
whom
the
letters
.of
introduc

cessful are they in their search, that Mr. Au
some cases of sickness, and its seed diges
MISCELLANEOUS.
dubon fell in with a party of three persons, tion which they received at Truro were ad ciples as his guide, is influenced only by ted in gin is a good remedy io Rheumatism.
From the Boston Daily Adv. Patriot.
who, in the course of six weeks, had found dressed. From this place to Windsor, what his neighbors will say of him, he will Its burrs are famous for getting into the wool
thirty-two thousand dozen, of lhe estimated which is situated on the ’river of the same soon find himself plunged into ihe uncertain of sheep, and making the good housewife
MR. AUDUBON.
value of four hundred pounds. There is name, eight or ten miles above its conflu and inexplorable quick-sand of indecision of scold when she manufactures it.
, •
This distinguished naturalist returned no limit to the havoc made by these people : ence with the Bay of Fundy, the aspect of character. To be under a constant nervous
Hogs are also very fond of the common -*
from his Northeastern excursion to Boston —not content with carrying away the eggs the country is not very inviting ; though on apprehension of lhe opinion of one’s neigh- Knot grass, [Polygonum Av*colare, L.J
on Wednesday last. We believe-that there merely, they kill the birds by thousands, in the road which winds along°lhe bay, im- , bors, is to be in one continual fever of mind, which grows about neglected places, door
is no one, who will not be gratified to learn order to pluck a few feathers from the breast, mediately after leaving Halifax, there are Desirous of winning the good opinion of all, yards, &c. ; and it would be well to grub
the progress of his arduous and unremitted and then throw them into the sea, or leave many fine seats with ornamented grounds even at the sacrifice of just and inimitable up and put it to a good use, by converting it
At Windsor, the tide was principles, the poor victim steals along, now
labours in a branch of science, which he has them on the rocks ;—and if this wanton de around them.
to Pork.—Maine Farmer.
made peculiarly his own ; and he has kind struction should be pursued a few years long observed to rise more than sixty feet, and veering to the one side, now to the other,
ly favored us with information on the sub er, it is obvious that they must exhaust the when at half-flow, to rise three feet perpen- j watching the minutest token that would inGrass and Apples for Swine,
Al | dicate
change in
oicutarty in the
me space often
oi ten minutes. 2111
uivaic a wavy;
m public sentiment, so that
ject of his recent tour, which we are glad to , sources of their profit, by driving the birds dicularly
There is no question but that some far
lay before our readers : regretting only, that from their accustomed haunts. In the port low water the bed of the river is almost dry ;! he may be prepared to catch the Fannings oi mers fatten hogs at half the expense that it »
Such a character is as costs others. Travel almost any consider
we are unable to present it in his own rich of Brador,* where they found excellent an the vessels which were scattered along the the popular breeze.
and animated language, and to invest it with chorage, the party met with sixty or seven banks to-be laden with gypsum, the great contemptible as it is wretched. Let each able district of our country, you will find at
the attractions which it would derive from ty fishing vessels, the crews of a 11 of which commodity of the place, appeared to have one walk forth amidst his fellow men, strong this season of the year one half of the swine
his own descriptive power.
were actively employed. The fish were been stationed there by some magic power. in the feeling of conscious innocence and running in the streets, and fed on nothing
Mr Audubon, in company with a few very abundant, and all expected to obtain Mr. Audubon embarked at Windsor on upright integrity, determined to perform the but thin swill. As soon as the corn is gath
friends, left Eastport on the 6lh of June, in what they denominate a fare. Mr. Audubon board the steamboat Maid of the Mist, a duties that devolve upon him, unmindful of ered, these pot-bellied and meagre creatures
a vessel hired for his purpose. His course was, however, convinced, that a due regard most appropriate name for the latitude in the noisy clamors that may assail his path. are shut up in pens, and fed on unbroken
was first directed to the Straits of Canso, and to the season, and the proper application of which she plies, and after touching at St. Such an one will play his part on the stage corn until they are fat. In this way we
thence to the Madalene Islands ; a poor and their labor, might render the fishery far Johns, returned at length to Eastport, and of life, unmindful alike of empty praise and have known farmers to feed away their
Careless of what “ peo whole crop of corn, and obliged to either buy
barren spot, inhabited by a few persons, who more productive than it is ; and we hope from thence to Boston ; where he arrived abusive tongues.
are principlly French Canadians. From hereafter to have it in our power to offer the in good health, and without having met with ple say” he pursues his own undevialing more corn or kill them not sufficiently fat
these islands, he sailed towards the Gannet result of his inquiries upon this subject to any disastrous accident in the whole course course, and is finally cheered with the plau tened. Other farmers will keep their swine
dits of the discerning and the estimable, and in a thriving growing condition through the
of his tour.
rock, which derives its appellation from the our readers.
In this excursion, it was not the expecta soothed by the peace and calm of a con summer, and when the time comes to shut
birds of the same name, that resort to it in
The cold at this place was much more se
them up to be fed on corn, they are more
multitudes large enough to wring the heart vere than was to have been expected in July. tion of Mr. Audubon to make many new science void of offence.
than half fat. They thus save lhe greater
of Mr. Malthus. The rock is four hundred The party found it necessary to make lar discoveries ; the coast of Labrador is not
The Mysterious Vault of Barbadoes.— portion of their corn for family use and to
feet in height, and several acres in extent : ger fires, than on the other portions of the one, which judicious birds would be likely
when it was visited by Mr Audubon, it was coast; and even then the cold was so in to select for any other than a summer resi There is a vault in Barbadoes in which no sell.
He has, however, in ascertaining one now has courage enough to deposit the
The celebrated agriculturist, Arthur
covered with innumerable birds upon their tense, that Mr. Audubon’s pencil occasional dence.
nests, which gave it the appearance ofia huge ly dropped from his fingers, while engaged the habits of those already known, procur dead. In 1607 the first coffin was placed Young, pastured, in 1776, sixty hogs of va
mass of snow, while the countless numbers in drawing by the fireside. Icebergs were ed information, which must materially en in it, and since that period, in 1808, 1812, rious sizes, on only two acres ofclover,
of those hovering above it presented a per here for the first time seen. In fact, as the hance the value of his great work ; and the 1816, and 1819, several others have been They kept it in good condition, and grew*
fect image of a snow storm. The report of party advanced along the coast, they found drawings, executed during his absence, par placed there. At each time, however, not remarkably fast. In Connection with feed
muskets did not appear in the slightest degree that a distance of only a hundred miles pro ticularly of the three birds which have been withstanding every precaution to prevent ing on sweet apples, many farmers in this
to alarm them. A severe gale prevented duced a very remarkable difference in the mentioned as discovered by him, are ex its recurrence, the coffins have been found country have entered extensively into the
thrown out of place in the utmost confusion. plan of fattening their hogs on grass. If a
the party from attempting to explore this progress of vegetation. Here also they en quisitely beautiful.
The door of the vault requires the efforts of shady, comfortable and clean pen, into
extraordinary colony, and the rock is in fact countered a brother-in-law of the anchorite
regarded by the fishermen as inaccessible. of Little Macatine, occupying an equally in *The sch. Wizard of Boston, arrived at Bra- six men to open it, and yet this invariable which the apples are thrown, is made in a
while Mr. Audubon was there, and remained result has been witnessed. There is no
clover field, the hogs will remain in it the
The same gale carried them rapidly by the dependent situation, his nearest neighbors dor,
at his departure on the 12th of August. It was
southern extremity of Anticosti, in the mouth residing at a very serious distance.
the intention of the Captain to leave in about a secret passage to the vault, nor is there any greater part of the time, and thus much man
of the St_ Lawrence, to the coast of Labra
This personage had maintained his post month for the Mediterranean. While Mr. A. possible way of explaining the mystery. ure may be saved. Unless the orchard con
Albany Advertiser.
tains a greater proportion of sweet apples, this
dor, which thej' reached in the 51st degree for more than thirty years, and was decided was in the harbor, a severe gale passed over, in
which many vessels were lost. It was ascertain
plan is better than to turn the hogs into the
of latitude. The shore of this iron country ly of the opinion, that the country was the ed
that thirteen, of which two were American,
Mount Vesuvius has been in a state of ir orchard. It will often happen that large quan
is extremely bold, and presented a most des finest he had ever seen. He cultivated a were wrecked upon Prince Edward’s Island.
ruption since the 28th of May, and is daily tities of leaves and other suitable substances
olate appearance : the land was covered small garden in which were growing a few
thronged with thousands, many of whom may be obtained near the pen, and which
with heavy fogs, and diversified, even at this indifferent vegetables, and was the owner of
THE SUDDEN DESCENT TO PROFLIGACY.
summer season, with numerous deep drifts lhe only horse which was seen by the trav
The fierce and blood thirsty pirate, who pass the night at the brink of the crater ; a- may be carted into it with comparatively lit*
of snow. Mr Audubon spent a fortnight in ellers in the country ; but for the purpose of stains the highway of nations with the blood mong them are considerable numbers of En tie trouble.—Gennessee Farmer.
the harbor called Little Nitasguan, employ visiting those whom he calls his neighbors, of unoffending victims, in the purer days of glish. At about fifty paces from the burn
To Fatten Hogs.—Shut them up the fore
ing his time in making excursions in the he was accustomed to employ Esquimaux j his boyhood, would have shuddered at the ing bed of lava, booths are erected for sup
part of September ; feed them with dry
plying refreshments.
~
country, and along the coast to the distance dogs, of which forty were attached to his bare recital of such tales of atrocity. The
peas, or corn ; give them raw potatoes, but
of about forty miles. The whole appears establishment.—These are fed upon the lawless thief once feared the petty pilfering;
A society of pigeon fanciers at Ghent no drink. The grain creates an inward fe
to be a solid rock, covered with mosses of seals which he catches in the Spring, and the habitual liar once better understood and
uncommon depth and beauty ; the vegeta which are piled in a huge mass in the vicin reverenced the obligations of truth ; and the gave an annual prize for the best carrier-pi ver ; the animal being uneasy from thirst
tion in the valleys, which lie open to the sun, ity of his front door, where they remain, un beastly drunkard once could view with min geon. This year it was decided, on the 24th will chew the potatoes, fine eat them slow,
is remarkable for its luxuriance, and varie til his neighbors have reason to rejoice at gled pity and disgust, the bloated visage, ! ult. when 24 birds were sent off from Rouen, and get the substance of them as well as if
gated with beds of rich plants, which were their remoteness from his villa. At this nervous tremors, and tottering gait of the | where they had been conveyed from Ghent. boiled. This has been my practice for years
entirely new to every member of the pqrty ; place Mr. Audubon had the fortune to pro intemperate. I wish you to remember, that ! They were started at 55 minutes after nine past. I give them, first as much grain as
theumly forests are composed of thin and cure the male and female of a very large and a man never becomes excessively base on a 1 in the morning. The first which arrived they will eat; each grown hog will eat from
There is a gradation in criqie; * belonged to M. Deleuw, and made the trans six to eight quarts of potatoes per day.
scattered dwarf trees, principally firs. Here, beautiful new species of Falco, with several sudden.
Mr. Audubon was enabled to ascertain the smaller birds. Some of the party visited there are intermediate steps between sin in it in an hour and a half, gaining the prize ; Brother farmers, do not dispute me till you
habits of many of the birds, which resort to a settlement, thirty miles distant, while the its first acts, and sin in it$ more profligate 1 reached Ghent in two hours and a half, 3 have tried it yourselves, for I know it is so.
Northern Farmer.
our coast during the winter, and discovered rest traversed this wild region in different acts. He that indulges lust by the eye, will arrived in the course of the day, and 4 were
tw’o new species, a Fringilla and a Parus. directions, whenever the weather would gradually be led to indulge it in positive lost.—The distance in a direct line is about
Beautiful Wheat.—-Dr. Hosack sent us
acts ; he that conceives and entertains an 150 miles.
In the harbor of Nitasguan, he met with a permit.
a few days ago, a sample of wheat grown
On their departure from Brador, they ger in his heart, may soon Become a murder
British surveying schooner, the Gulnare,
Scene in our Office.—(e Dis de office ob on his farm at H yde Park, the present sea
under the command of Capt Bayfield, from crossed the Straits of Belle Isle, and sailed er. Sin begets sin, and is carried onward
Lust is de Saturday Wisher ?” asked a colored son, which all who have seen it pronounce
whom, together with his officers, Lt. Bowen along the coast of Newfoundland, until they by a compound multiplication.
and Dr. Kelly, the party experienced a very reached St. George’s Bay, which they de never satisfied by a stated and regulated al blood, stepping into our office a day or two the finest they have seen. It is of the vari
scribe as the finest that they ever saw. The lowance, but the demand is continually in since. Answer being in the affirmative, he ety known as the white flint wheats and it
friendly and kind reception.
On leaving this place, Mr Audubon pro- coast of Newfoundland was more elevated creasing. The tippling of jovial spirits is pulled up the corners of his collar and ex is said to reach the extraordinary weight of
ceeded eastwardly to the fine harbor of i and broken, and even more sterile, than that the pioneer to debauch ; the gambling for claimed. “ Where you las paper ?” The 66 pounds to the bushel. We understand
Wapatiguan, where he was a few days after- of Labrador. At St. George’s bay, they amusement leads to the gambling for gain ; clerk handed him one of the last number, the yield was thirty bushels per acre. We
wards followed by the Gulnare. Here he found a village, consisting of forty houses impurity in its concealed forms, prepares when he placed his ebony finger on a com have frequently during the season heard Dr.
procured speennens of the willow grouse, and two hundred inhabitants, all of whom the way for licentiousness in its more odi munication signed “ Sensitive”—“ Who Hosack’s field of barley spoken of as un
old and young, ascertained the habits of were fishermen.—These people enjoy none ous aggravations. Let no one of you vain write dat ’ are article ?” “ I don’t know,” commonly beautiful, affording promise of a
many land and water birds, examined the of the luxuries, and few of the comforts of ly imagine that he will sin according to rule ; replied the clerk. “ Ha 1 you don’t know ! most bountiful crop. The field is said to
country and neighboring islands, gathered a life ; in the winter season, the want of fuel, that he will go thus far and no farther, for well—you tell him I treat him wid de utmos hav« contained fifty acres—and we have
few new plants and shells, and departed for and the apprehension of exposure to the vi the prescribed boundary will quickly be contemp and be so kineas to trike my name heard more than one gentleman, accustom
ed in former years to observe the barley
the port of Little Maculine. The shores of olent gales, compel them to invert the order passed, and each indulgence will impart off ob you jsumscri psion lis, 1 don’t paralize
fields of old England, and for some years,
papers
what
make
persomnalities.
fresh
vigor
to
sinful
propensities
;
until
they
of
fashionable
usage,
and
to
retire
to
small
this coast were more bold and rugged than
to notice such as are unusually grown in
Baltimore Visiter.
any he had yet visited ; the aspect of the camps or cabins erected in the interior. shall become hard task-masters, demanding
this country, speak of Dr. H.’s as decidedly
country became more sterile, and a corres When the party left this anchorage, they a servitude increasingly more laborious and
the best field of barley they had ever seen in
It
is
contemplated
to
establish
a
new
line
ponding change was observable in the cli were driven by a severe storm to some dis debasing.
I recall the days that are past, and many of British built packets between Liverpool America.—Poughkeepsie N. F. Jour.
mate. The excursions of the party in this tance north of the Madalene Islands and for
quarter were numerous and fatiguing, and it two days and nights were tossed in the sea companions of my earlier youth rise up in and New-York. They are to be about 300
We do not know that mention has been
was with difficulty that any of their number of the Gulph, which Mr. Audubon emphat remembrance. In the lapse of a few years,; tons register, and constructed for rapid sail
could walk for a greater distance than ten ically describes as the vilest of seas. As what changes have occurred ! I am remind ing.—They will be built by private hands, made of a new discovery in the lithograph
miles a day. On ascending the highest hills, soon as the weather permitted, he sailed in ed of ingenious youth, who had heard many the post-office contributing a portion of their ic art, which'is|said to be susceptible of being
extensively applied to useful purposes. An
the prospect in every direction was of an uni the direction of Pictou, in Nova Scotia, a lesson of virtue and who were not unim cost.
English gentleman it seems has discovered
form and very cheerless character : the same where he discharged his vessel, in order to pressed. I can recall their abhorrence of
A real genuine Kentuck thus describes a method of transferring any printed work
thick mosses were spread over the table land, visit a portion of the British provinces. Pic vice, and their promise of future usefulness.
the plants were nearly the same, and lakes, tou is a pleasant village on the margin of a But again, I have seen them under the fas his sweet heart : She is a peeler 1 she kill •—a newspaper for example—to stone, in
formed by the melting of the snows of win beautiful bay, in.which twenty or thirty ves cinating spell of the seducer, and listening ed a bear when she was thirteen, and now such a way, that the stone may be immedi
ately put to press, and any number of cop
ter, were every where spread out around sels were at anchor, waiting for supplies of with awakened curiosity and desire to the she’ll whip her weight in wild cats.”
ies struck off, every one a perfect fac simile
corrupting
discourse
of
initiated
companions,
coal.
The
country
in
its
vicinity
is
more
them. In this solitary spot, a Scotch settler
A Tavern Sign.—“ What device shall I of the original. It is proposed, we are told„
had fixed his abode for more than twenty fertile than is usual with those which abound until they have concluded, that to be vicious
years, and seemed quite contented with the in minerals. At Pictou, Mr. Audubon re was to be spirited, and that to comply with have upon my new sign ?” said a gentleman by the assistance of this invention, to repub
beauties of the scene. His sole occupation ceived many attentions from the Consul, the suggestions of sin was to enjoy the world. about to open a house of public entertain lish some of the London newspapers and
was that of taking seal and salmon, which Mr. Blanchard and Professor Maculloch of Alas, for their fate ! some have immalurely ment, with his bar more fully provided than magazines in this country.
IV. F- Evening Post.
were tolerably abundant in their respective the University, who has a rich collection of fallen into dishonored graves, and some still his parlor or bed rooms. “ Put on it the
drag
out
a
miserable
existence,
the
grief
of
well
preserved
birds,
and
presented
him
picture of a horn, with yourself coming out
seasons, and which he exchanged for requi
The Fall River Recorder says, there are
site supplies, with vessels from Quebec and with several valuable specimens. The road their friends, and the pests of the communi at the little end,” said a bystander.
now nearly 20,000 spindles stopped run
Newfoundland. He had a wife and six from this place to Truro is macadamized, ty. And now, young men, let me admon
children, by Miani lhe travellers were re and resembles the finest roads of that des ish you to take heed of what are termed A gentleman in S. Russell street, Boston, on ning in the different manufacturing es
ceived with hospitality and kindness. All cription in Europe ; and the country is rich trivial sins, for these are the commencement examining his well of water, 12th ult. dis tablishments of that village, owing principal
of them appeared contented with their sit and diversified, both in its aspect and natu of the down hill to hell. If you incautious covered a box containing several lbs. of but ly to the scarcity of water, the stream being
uation, and had contracted a strong attach ral productions. Truro is situated in the ly listen to the first proposals of the tempt ter, which had laid in the well eleven years, lower than it is ever remembered to have
ment to their wild and dreary residence. Mr. centre of a luxuriant valley, adorned with er, your corruptions will be aroused into ac and was found to be in a good state of pres been, since it has been occupied for maim*
facturing purposes.
Aqdqbon here found the wild goose in its neat farm houses and villas ; it was there tivity : the defences of virtue will be broken ervation.
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George W. Whipple.—The circum
York County—its character abroad.—Peo
stances under which the trunks of goods
ple usually have a great itching to know
Later from England.— By the packet
pirate captured.
~ were found, which were believed to be sto
what is said in relation to them, whether the
SATURDAY, SEPT. 21, 1833.
ship Liverpool, which arrived at this port
Our readers, of course, recollect that the len from Mr. Whipple’s store, and which
reports
in circulation be favorable or deroga
THE ELECTION.
yesterday from Liverpool, whence she sail brig Mexican of this port, was boarded by a tend directly to criminate Mr. Whipple in
tory
to
their
characters. We suppose the peo
this
nefarious
transaction,
are
as
follows
:
The late Election in this state resulted in
ed on the 12th of August, K London papers pirate in September last, and robbed of
ple
of
York
County possess a share of this
of the 11 th have been received.
twenty thousand dollars in specie, besides Mr. Jeremiah Flanders, a pedlar, on his the complete success of the Dunlap party, j
curiosity,
and we therefore annex the follow
way
to
Boston
from
New-Hampshire,
passed
■
The papers brought by the Liverpool, the property of the officers and crew, who
It is now probable that Mr. Deselected Gov- I
are unusually destitute of interesting intelli were shamefully maltreated, and narrowly through this town on Monday last. He had i ernor by the people. Returns from 244 towns, I ing paragraphs from our exchange papers, for
the special divertisement of our readers :—.
previously
heard
of
the
suspicions
which
I
escaped a horiible death. We have now
gence.
published below, give him a majority of 1620. j
York County.—Rufus McIntire is re-electThe place of Don Miguel’s retreat is not the satisfaction to be able to state the capt were afloat, and had seen a handbill offer Eifiv nr sivtv small„ towns and,i-i
Fifty or sixty small towns and nlantatinns
plantations II to Congress, and three democratic Senators.
yet ascertained. It is said that on receiving ure of the piratical vessel with a part of her ing $100 reward for the detection of the | ?
■
■
■
r
...
.
i
«■
.
.
- ■
the intelligence of the overthrow of his for crew, although it is feared that none of the robber and incendiary. He stopped to are yet to be heard from, but they will not j A large portion of the Representatives are
materially
affect
this
result
—
if
any
thing
they
I
P
ut
down
on
our
side. But in the vote for
ces, he set out to join Don Carlos, with the perpetrators of that outrage are amongst bait his horse at the Black Horse tavern in :
will
increase
D
’
s.
majority.
It
is
quite
prob,
I
Governor
.
divided
between Dunlap
~
. Smith
..1
Woburn,
and
while
there
he
observed
some
'
view of accompanying him into Italy. Donna them.
d J
11
¡and
! and Goodenow in such a manner
manner that .u_
the
]y leads the> other two, fifty
Maria was about to depart from Paris on her
Several months ago, the captain of an trunks piled up in an out-house near the sta-' able that many scattering votes were thrown fortner scarce\
l-i i /-• !»
n tin nn vrtf n
r» o
we lihave
no returns, l-viif
but it in
is oscarcej votes tin the 4.towns L,heardJ I*..
from, we see a pretway to Portugal.
American vessel, being at the Island of St. bie. His suspicions were immediately ex x-vof-F which
cited
that
these
trunks
contained
the
goods
ly
possible
that
there
is
a
sufficient
number
j ty fair specimen of the,contemptible characParliament was to be prorogued on the Thomas, near the coast of Africa, saw a
first of September. For
” a great many years schooner laying there, which he knew, which were supposed to be stolen, and «tnte.oftee to prevellt an eleetion.-Five Jack- iter of Y°rk, politic» and some York politiwith the ostler tended to con-1
.
,.
,
,
.
, mans. Owls of the dullest vision, they
past there has not been so abundant a har from the description in the Salem Ga conversations
firm these
these suspicions.
On his
front1' S°" tnem,b*“
have been elected, | hoot at
hird who winga a strotlg J
suspicions. On
his return
return from
vest as at present.— Boston Patriot.
zette, which he happened to have with firm
Boston on Tuesday, the trunks were still aild
three d,strlcts there ,s probably no j fearless . flight
.. in the eye
. of day. i; content to
DlSTURBANCEs”lNS W1ZERLAND. him, to be the pirate which had rob there—and he forthwith proceeded to this choice.—In the next State Senate there > Idok wise and catch mice, they twaddle on
bed the Mexican. He showed the paper to
I through
career,
.¿b an
■ inglorious
■ ■
■ - ' the
■ oldest, most
SCHWYTZ, JULY 3 I.
the governor of the island, who was also sat place, and communicated the facts to. the will be 21 or 22 Jacksonmen and 3 or 4 an_ benighted,
and least influential County in
A civil war has just made its appearance isfied of the identity of the pirate, but be committee of vigilance.—Accompanied by ti-Jackson. One half or two thirds of the ! Maine,
in this part of the country. An inhabitant fore any measures could be taken for his de a member of the committee, he then return members of the House of Representatives
Eastern (Bangor) Republican—a Dunlap paper.
of Kussnacht* (Schwytz exterior) having tention he had sailed on a slaving expedi ed to Woburn, and on examining the trunks, will be Dunlap-men.
Many
of the returns are amusing when
petitioned for a reunion with the Schwytz tion.
which were filled with valuable goods, there
'
We have received returns of the votes giv- I compared with old times There seems to be
Interior, was arrested yesterday by the au
remained
not
a
shadow
of
doubt
that
they
The brig Favorite, arrived at this port
.
, ,
, .
.
M i a general breaking„ up. of parties,
.
For examthorities, but afterwards rescued by his last Tuesday, brings informatioif that some were taken from Mr. W’s store on the night en for
Governor at the late election from all > pje, q
; ; Wells and ”
Ojd
Kennebunk, famous
friends. Serious disturbances ensued ; the time after, while the British brig of War of the fire. The ostler said that the trunks the towns in this county, which we publish |I'“ Old
Federal
towns,
’
viu l euctui iuwus,” as the Jacksonians
windows of several houses were broken, mus Curlew, was lying at St. Thomas, a trading were left there on Tuesday morning the 3d below. Very few additional returns for Sen-j1 have called them, have gone for Dunlap,_
kets were fired, and several persons were vessel arrived there from the coast of Afri inst. soon after daybreak, by a man in a sin ators and member of Congress have been re i it may be, because they are yet true to a
j “ Federalist.” Brunswick has turned a sumwounded. The party who were for a re ca, bringing information that the pirate was gle horse wagon, who said that his horse eeived since the publication of our last
num i mersett,—while “ the democrats” in parts of
union suffered much. TroOps were immedi then in the river Nazareth. The Curlew was tired out, and he wished to leave a part
ber.
York, Lincoln and Waldo when voting for
ately sent-to the frontier to prevent a civil immediately sailed in pursuit. The boats of his load for a few days—when he would
VOTES FOR GOVERNOR.
Dunlap, vote with great reluctance, and often
war. Col. A ley berg, an officer of the Fed of the Curlew were sent up the river to cap either call for them, or send for them by the
oppose him with their full force.
YORK COUNTY.
eral Government, but now attached to the ture him ; butxthe crew, ("with the excep baggage wagon. There is no doubt that
Portland Advertiser.
U1
«2
0
Q
small diet, entered Kussnacht at the head of
c 5.
0
0
B
tion of four, who had been shipped at St. this person was Whipple himself. He was
The
Advertiser
thinks the national repub
0
0
600 men, and took possession of it, in the Thomas, and were not on board the pirate absent from Boston on the night in question.
E.
Q- ST
CU
Towns.
CD
licans in this town who united in the support
2
name of the Canton of Schwytz. He de
B
when the Mexican was robbed,) succeeded Having hired a covered wagon in the*eve0
0
of a political opponent for Representative to
posed the authorities, appointed new magis in escaping to the shore, where they were ning, which he refuted next morning, stating
3
3
the State Legislature, on the ground that he
trates, made the principal patriots prisoners,
that
he
had
been
to
Wilmington,
and
had
1833.
’
1832.
protected by the natives. WThen the Cur
and brought them under escort to Schwytz.
lost
his
way,
which
accounted
for
the
jaded
Acton,
65
107
00
105 123 was a temperance man, acted injudiciously.
We have here 3000 men under arms ready lew’s boats boarded the pirate, they found a appearance of the horse. The horse and Alfred,
89 44 59 112 127 ¡Perhaps they did—still we do not think so.
fire
kindled
around
a
barrel
of
powder
and
to support him ; and the smaller Cantons
121 16 44 191 80 ' Affairs were so situated that the step could
wagon exactly corresponded with the de Berwick,
are all brave and zealous, and are also rea a train laid to the magazine, but succeeded scription of the one seen opposite his store Biddeford,
147 133
1 178 166 ; not well be avoided. We think our brother
in
extinguishing
the
flames
without
damage.
107 288 16 231 291
dy to lend their aid. On the arrival of the
on the night of the fire. The Pedlar claim Buxton,
They
then
set
out
to
tow
the
pirate
vessel
Cornish,
25 93 13
49 130 of the Advertiser, if he had been amongst us
troops on the frontier this morning, several
ed and received the $100 reward.
Eliot,
48 114 00
80 129 J seeing and hearing the things done and said
musket shots were heard in the distance, and down the river, but by some carelessness
Lowell Journal. ' Hollis,
141 172
4 191 245 by those who are zealously opposed to the
soon afterwards a messenger brought intelli she was blown up on the third day, and the
Kennebunk,
140 196 12 258 105 i cause of temperance, would not only have
gence that hostilities had commenced, and a purser of the Curiewand one man killed.
The Canada Forgers.—The annexed Kennebunk-port, 67 101 24 175 223
public functionary transmitted to the com These particulars were communicated to extract of a letter from Montreal, affords Kittery,
17 162 12
17 146 acknowledged that the measure was a judi
mandant a leUEr demanding a supply of for Mr. Wilson, first officer of the Favorite, by 'the satisfactory assurance that justice is a- Lebanon,
141
156
42
189
218 cious one, but would have given it his hearty
the sailing master of the Curlew, who came
ces.
Limerick,
119 98 25 125 119 i support.
to be done upon these rogues.
on board the F. at Annamatroe, about the bout
'
Limington,
73 251
1
99 282
[* Kussnacht is on the borders of the Lake of 10th of July, and stated that the affair took Extract from a letter, dated Montreal Lyman,
101 88
2 131 104 ! The Portland Jeffersonian, after stating that
the four Cantons, three leagues from Lucerne, place about three weeks before.
Sept.' 7It was
Newfield,
52 137 00
99 139 j Mr. Dunlap is probably elected Governor and
and with its district contains 4000 souls. It was
“ The trial has just ended. Eleven pris North-Berwick,
52 99 39
78 206 giving a few reasons why a portion of the
at this place that Wm. Tell slew the tyrant Gess- thought possible the remainder of the pirate
oners,
with
their
tools,
presses,
notes,
engra

Parsonsfield,
47
258
00
71 293
ler. This small state was subject to Schwytz be crew might yet be captured.
“ federalists” should unite in his support»
Saco,
ving
apparatus,
crucibles,
false
coin,
dies,
278 189 00 335 263 !says
fore the revolution of 1793.]
Salem Gazette.
—
Sanford,
56
1 136 116 212
&c. were brought to the bar. Seven out of the
J We see the true reasons why Mr. Dunlap
Shapleigh,
44 158
3
83
159
eleven
have
been
convicted,
which
entitles
Latest from Madeira.—The brig Forest,
Sunday last, like Sunday the 11th inst.
95
7 138 148 161 has been elected, not by the democratic parCapt. Trathen, arrived from Funchal, Ma was a day of horror and gloominess. Seven them to two years imprisonment each. One South-Berwick,
Waterborough,
39
168
8
67 224 : ty, but by the connivance of a portion j and
deira, sailed July 30. We are indebted to persons died between Saturday midnight and of them has two years and a half, besides Wells,
72 176 00 183 139 [ the aid and votes of another portion of the
Capt. Trathen for the following intelligence. Sunday midnight. No family did we ever the pillory, &c. and four were acquitted. York,
55 135 83 120 248 | federal party. Among hundreds of proofs in
“ The political state of Madeira was un see present such a scene of rapid extinction The latter, however, (the four,) will be tried
i support of our position we will cite at pres
disturbed—the inhabitants were silently as that of Mr. James S. Whyte. On Sat at the next term for coining, &c. New
2191 3347 662 3431 4532 ent but two—one taken from this county, and
one from the county of York.
watching the transaction of the conflicting urday an infant child of Mr. Whyte died, indictments will be brought against all of
1832.
parties in the northern country. The island, probably with debility of constitution ; di them at the next term, and they will proba The following are the aggregates of the
Smith.
however, is decidedly fur Miguel, and noth rectly after Mrs. Whyte was taken with the bly receive from eight to ten years’ impris votes for Governor, in the several Counties, Brunswick, Goodenow.
302
147
giving a
so far as returns have been received.
ing but a very strong force could subjugate cholera, and died on Saturday evening ; onment.—N. Y. American.
federal majority of one hundred fifty five for
it, garrisoned as it now is.
Good. Dun. Scat.* 1 Goodenow in 1832.
Mr. Whyte was taken at 10 o’clock of
25 towns, 2191 3347 662 Kennebunk,
The New York American of Wednesday York,
“ A few days before the Forest left,® the the same evening, and died a few minutes
258
105
giving a
??
Cumberland,
25
3164 4698 296 federal majority of one hundredfifty-three votes
Miguelite brig of war Tagus, of 20 guns, ar before six o’clock the next morning.— says :
J?
Lincoln,
32
2474 2781' 1150 . in 1832.
Mr. Audubon, after a short sojourn arived at Funchal, having made her escape Chauncy Loring, an apprentice to Mr.
Oxford,
20 »
1020 1817 553 I '
1833.
when the squadron was taken ; some of her Whyte, aged probably 19, who had attend mong us, and a tour to some of the neigh Kennebec,
29
3401 2386 916 I
Dunlap. Goodenow.
yards and masts were crippled by grape ed the funeral of Mr. and Mrs. Whyte, died boring States, which will, we do not doubt, Somerset,
21 «
1114 1383 261 Brunswick,
238
101
giving a
shot.—’Phil. Inquirer.
18 . »
on Sunday night. To render the desola have the effect of adding some names i Waldo,
327 1960 438 majority for Dunlap of one hundred and thirty»
to
the
list
of
subscribers
for
his
mag

j
Penobscot,
36
tion more appalling, George'Phillips, on the
1524 2893 118 (seven.
By the packet ship Sovereign, a Ports same town lot, died on Sunday ; and on nificent work, will, as we learn from him, Hancock,
17 «
718 931 300 Kennebunk, 196
140
giving a
»
mouth paper of Aug. 12th has been receiv Monday, a woman of the name of Shea. depart for Tampico, on a bird tour through Washington, 21
928 1009
30 ' majority offifty-six for Dunlap. These two
—
—----—
ed at the office of the New-York Journal of There were twelve burials in town on Mexico. His indefatigable labors will leave
___
| towns are old thorough going federal towns
244
16861 23205 4724 whose political character has not varied.
Commerce. The London dates are no la Sunday and Monday.
no field, connected with the subject of his
These are facts which speak for them
ter than those previously received. We
great publication, unsearched ; the public
Columbus ( Ohio) paper, Aug. 28.
“Under the head
scattering we include the selves and need no comments to be under
copy the following extracts :
will take care, we are sure, that these labors votes given for Sini of
th, Hill , &c.
stood. With aids and combinations such as
MADRID, JULY 29.
The St. Louis Mo. Republican of Au shall not go without their reward.
these Mr. Dunlap is perhaps not even chosen
We are assured that M. Zea Bermudez gust 27 says the Cholera has entirely ceas
Members of Congress.—The. following —certainly has no votes to spare. In the
had recourse to every means, in order to ed in that city, and bilious and other dis
The election of Representatives to Con gentlemen have been elected to Congress.
two federal towns alone, already mentioned,
persuade the King to interfere in favor of eases are becoming much less frequent. Not gress took place in South Carolina on the 2d
the federal majority in his favor, compared
In York District.—Rufus McIntire.
Miguel. He told him, among other things, a single case of cholera had occurred during inst. In Charleston Henry L. Pinckney re
with the federal majority against Gov. Smith
Cumberland.—Francis O. J. Smith.
in the same towns last year, gives Mr. Dun
that he might rely on the approbation, and the preceding week. The disease had dis ceived 1142 votes,—Scattering 167. Mr.
Lincoln.
—
Edward
Kavanagh.
lap a net gain of 500 votes thrown by persons
even support of Russia and the Holy Alli appeared from most of the towns which it Pinckney is a Nullifier.
Waldo.—Joseph Hall.
belonging to the federal party. But these we
ance.
To this his Majesty is said to have had visited in that region ; but it had re
are told are accessions of strength destined to
Penobscot.—Gorham Parks.
replied :—il How little thou knowest the cently made a fatal inroad in the town of
Dr. Aylett Hawes, of Virginia, whose la
supply the place of old school democrats, de
present situation of Portugal ! That coun St. Genevius where forty deaths had occur mented decease is announced, has bequeath
Kennebec fy Somerset.—In 33 towns, Evans nounced and proscribed by the young law
try is circumstanced as Poland was at the red by it.
ed freedom to about one hundred slaves, and (N. R.) has 3391 votes • White, (J.) 2789— yers’ party for not violating the laws of
time of its revolution. France and England
twenty dollars for each, to assist the Col Scattering 558, giving a majority of 44 votes honor and good faith by deserting Gov.
bore the greatest interest to the children of
Strange and melancholy coincidence.— onization Society in conveying them to Li for Mr. E. Three towns are to be heard from, Smith, or for not abandoning their principles
by voting for F. O. J. Smith. One word
Warsaw, ardently wished for the success of On Monday last, while the Coroner’s In beria.
however, and the result is uncertain.
more and we leave this subject for the re
their cause, were incessant in their applica quest was sitting at Halifax, on two persons
Oxford.—Probably no choice. We have flection of our friends. If the history of the
tions to the Cabinets of Europe on their be killed in the manufactories of Messrs. Wrig
The new Steamboatfor Albany.—“ They
half, and that was all. When they were ley & Son, a messenger arrived to say that are building a steamer to run from this city seen returns from only 4 towns, which give past is any guide in forming an opinion, such
accessions and such a vote under circum
defeated, the French Ministry declared it James Murgatroyed, a dyer, had hung him to Albany in six hours,” observed one. of Washburn, (N. R.) 308 votes—Mason, the stances
as they exist throughout our State,
self satisfied, because order reigned in War self in a cellar, on which the Coroner de our citizens to a French resident, a few days “ regularly nominated candidate,” 205 ; other are not accessions of strength but elements
saw. Don Miguel is now in the same pre termined to take the inquest without dissol since. “ Ah, ha f monsieur !” returned candidates 289.
of weakness. They are the certain indica
dicament.
All the Northern Cabinets are ving the Jury ; while that body was in de the foreigner, “ that shall be superbe ! it
Hancock Washington.—The result is un tions of an unstable future. They are hot less
interested about him and wish well to his liberation upon the fate of Murgatroyed, an shall be grand ! it shall be magnifique 1 But certain. In 42 towns in this District the votes significant than the hand writing on the wall.
cause ; but, as soon as events shall have other messenger arrived to inform the Cor when 1 shall travel rn him, I shall get some stand, for Hamlin (N. R.) 1763 ; Jarvis (the
Massachusetts.—An arfti-masonic State
decided the struggle, should the Pedroites oner that John Dugdale, a journeyman tal five, six several dozen yankee doodell for
“regularly nominated”) 2045 ; Dickinson (the Convention was held in Boston last week.
be victorious, thou will see order also reign low chandler, had committed suicide in the hold my hat upon the top of my head.”
candidate of the disaffected Jacksonians,) Between three and four hundred delegates
ing in Lisbon in the columns of the Augs same way ; before the Jury had disposed
N. Y. Mirror.
230 ; scattering 8.
burg and St. Petersburg Gazettes, that no of that case a third messenger arrived to say
attended. John Quincy Adams was nomi
body will fire a shot for him, and that our that a roan had hung himself in a neighbor The valise, belonging to Mr J. R. Kinsley
nated as a candidate for Governor, and the
SENATORS.
interference might, perhaps, be the cause of ing street.—-Appalled by this repetition of proprietor of the Taunton line of baggage
York.—Charles N. Cogswell, Jabez Brad nomination has been accepted by that gen
a revolution in Spain.” M.Zea who certain fatal intelligence, the jury determined to waggons, which was stolen from Doolittle’s
tleman. The Convention nominated S. T.
bury, Simeon Pease.
ly did not expect such an answer, abruptly separate, but some of them went to the City Tavern, in July last, containing $6000,
Armstrong as a candidate for Lt. Governor
Cumberland.
—
Allen
H.
Cobb,
Asaph
How

took leave of his Majesty.
house of the last mentioned person, when was found yesterday morning in Frog Pond,
and appointed a committee to inform him of
PARIS.
they found that he had been cut down just by a man who was dragging for a boy’s ard, Josiah Pierce, Jonathan Smith.
his nomination—but as Mr. A. did not give
Oxford.—Joseph Tobin, Daniel Brown.
I write this at noon of 7th August. On in sufficient time to save his life.—Phil. Sent. boat which had foundered there. He hook
Friday the second instant—that is five days
Lincoln.—Nathaniel Groton, Seth Larrabee, the committee satisfactory assurances of his
ed up a shirt, with Mr. Kinsley’s name
ago, the French Government received infor From the N. Y. Com. Adv. of 10th inst. marked on it ; a pocketbook, two pieces of John Mapning, John M. Frye.
anti-masonry, the convention, after receiving
mation by telegraph of the arrival of the
Somerset. Rufus K. J. Porter, Drummond their report, reconsidered its former vote
Extensive Forgery.—Yesterday morning handkerchiefs, and the valise, cut open’and
Marquis de Louie at Brest, with the intelli a «check forfive thousandfive hundred dol robbed of its contents.— Transcript.
and unanimously nominated William Reed,
Farnsworth.
gence of the occupation of Lisbon by the lars, purporting to have been drawn by J.
ofMarblehead, for that office.
Penobscot.
—
Joseph
Kelsey,
Jonathan
P.
Constitutionalists. Yet from that moment G. Parke & Co. of Philadelphia, was pre
The Barnstable Patriot states that the Rogers.
to the present, not one additional word re sented to the Philadelphia Bank, and paid. Rev. Mr. Apes, who ivas convicted of a ri
Biddeford. At the 2d trial for a choice
Waldo.—Joseph Williamson, Ebenezer of Town Representative, in Biddeford, on
specting him or his despatches, if he had any, About the same time, a check for three ot on the Marshpee Plantation, has been
has been published in any of the Ministeri thousandfive hundred dollars, on the Far sentenced to 30 days imprisonment, and to Knowlton.
Monday last, the whole number of votes on
al Journals.
Kennebec.—Josiah Prescott ; Williams the. first balloting was 287. Necessary to a
mers and Mechanics Bank, purporting to recognise, with one surety, to keep the peace
Emmons ; Enoch Farnham.
The silence of the French Government have been drawn by the same firm, was pre for six months.
choice 144. Samuel Emery had 138 ; Wil
above noticed, proves its embarrassment on sented and paid. The person who receiv
Eastern Senatorial District.—Probably no
liam Smith 126 ; Scattering 23. On the 2d
the subject. It adds strength to rumored ed the money for the checks, went immedi
A quarry of soap stone, says the Wor choice. Returns from 18 towns give Fuller balloting, the whole number of votes was 289.
remonstrances and threats of the three ately to the United States Bank, and chang
(N. R.) 508 votes ; Bridges (the regular) 383 ;
Necessary to a choice 145. Samuel Emery,
Northern Powers, should France take an ed the amount he had received for the paper cester JEgis, has recently been discovered Chandler 574 ; scattering 1.
in
the
easterly
part
of
this
town.
We
have
(National Republican) had 149 votes ; Wil
active part in the struggle between the two of that institution. It was soon ascertained
Middle District.—The result is uncertain.
seen one specimen which was ofa beautiful
brothers—Pedro and Miguel.
that both checks had been forged, and vig complexion, and susceptible of a higher pol We have seen returns from only 5 towns_ liam Smith 134 ; scattering 6.
It gives rise to reports that before taking orous measures were adopted to detect the
ish than any we have seen from other quar These give Hill (N. R.) 229 ; Bridgham (J.)
The Executive Council of this State will
the start of you in acknowledging Donna persons concerned, but without success.
1ries.
207.
meet at the State House in Augusta on Wed
Maria, this Government wishes to secure
nesday
next.
your support against the Northern Despots.
Judge Charles Gayarre, and General Ed
Twenty-five hundred eels were recently
A
2d
trial
to
elect
a
Representative
to
the
Depend upon it if you do not look sharp ward Ripley? are the candidates for Con- ’caught in a stream near Wilksbarre, during
The steamer Connecticut is to stop running
State Legislature, in Belfast, on Monday last,
you will be outwitted.
gress at New Orleans.
’a single night, by three persons,
was ineffectual. Another attempt will be between Portland and Boston, Capt. Porter hav
ing
become interested in the Chancellor Liv
made next Monday.
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ingston, which has been thoroughly repaired.

REPRESENTATIVES ELECTED.
LATEST FROM ENGLAND. I The Deposites.—copy from the New
COUNTY
a
i> OF YORK.
a ir j
Til The ship Victoria arrived at this port yes- i Xor^ -Daily Advertiser of Tuesday, „„
- Mr. Daniel Whitehouse, aged 41.
an UI1M
alluIn Voluntown, Conn. Thomas Reynolds,
' an —- — PROBATE NOTICE
aco, otton Biadbury; Alfred, John | terday from Liverpool, bringing papers from sion.to a rumored difficulty existing upon this
> A k n 1 n aged
z4 37.
/Ì t
On_ At
Plummer ; Aeton, John Brackett; Buxton, lhatt0 the 14t'h of A ’st8
I subject at Washington. The Washington industrious and skilful mechanic,
a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within
TVUUUlHdU ? Cormsh,Wm. Johnson ;
papers
Stephen Woodman;
Boston Patriot 19thinst. Ij P
aPers of Monday are silent. The Journal 4 hursday morning, Aug. 22d, he procured a gal andfor the County of York, on thefirst Mon
Kennebunk, Jere. Lord ; Kennebunk-port,
rp.
.
,.
r.
’
of Commerce of Tuesday, in the evening edi- lon of rum of a neighboring retailer, and was not
ua T. Chase ; Lim
Lira’ „ T V™ «nothingX/i oftz
importance
relative
tion
observfia
,bnt several
lo„fira were™receiv- heard from afterwards until the Monday follow day in September, in the year of our Lord
E. Perkins; Kittery, Joshua
i i
im
/- to tion,
vvzm,. observes
uuoci
,vcb that
luui
bcvcitu tetters
loners
Affairs.
, r
l l', M.r'Ken,llle a.nli Mr. Craw- ed (rom Pbiladelpbia
th , morning
morninJ’ss ing, when he was found dead, about one hun eighteen hundred and thirty-three, by the
erick, Daniel Perry ; Lyman, Edmund Cur English
>,ia by
by that
Hon. WM A. HAYES, Judge of said
dred rods from the retailer’s shop, with an empty
rier, Jr. ; Newfield, N. Clifford ; Sanford, ford are candidates for the seat in Parliament mail declari thaepan mtferstandi esist°ed jug
Court :■
by his side. A jury of inquest having ex
8.
vacant by the resignation of Sir John Key. lhere, that lheS Gover,lltrent deposited"were
Timothy Shaw ; Shapleigh, Simon Ross ; C.
amined the body, adjudged that “ the deceased
USAN COLMAN, administratrix of the
Berwick, J. W. Seaver ; Waterboro’, John The former «regarded as unfriendly to the fortbwith to beremoved fr01n th£ bank of (he came to his death by fits occasioned by absti
estate of Enoch T. Colman, late of
Ministry; and the probability seems to be, tt s hut it JaOO nnt annOa^hot .i
■
r nence from food and excessive use of ard&nt spir
Hill ; Wells, S. Mildram ; York, A. McIn that
he will be elected. The House of Com./A J
n not appear that the prices of
Kennebunk-port, in said county, deceased,
its.
”
r
tire ; Eliot, Wm. Hammond ; Biddeford, mens were engaged in the discussion of the its stock have
been depre
depressed
in consequence
consequence
having presented her first .account of admin
ave been
seed in
_ ______
Samuel Emery ;* Hollis, Wm. Hobson ; Bank Charter Bill. On motion of the Soli? nF
“ Qiioh OVl o
“T. ___ _____
istration of the estate of said deceased, for al
Limington, Ezekiel Small; Parsonsfield, J. W.
contains the following postscript of a tetter
lowance :
SHIP NEWS
Weeks ; Berwick and North Berwick, no citor General, a clause had been added, for from a director of the Bank.
ORDERED—That the said administra
the
purpose
of
removing
all
doubts
as
to
the
KENNEBUNK,
SEPT.
21,
1833.
choice ; Lebanon, po choice, meeting dis.
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
PHILADELPHIA, SEPT. 16tH, 1833.
legality of the establishment of Joint Stock
causing a copy ofthis order to be published
ARRIVED.
“ It appears to be generally understood
banks for deposites, in any part of the King
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
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sioned in the same way. Of 4292 deaths in should not be pronounced, each responded,
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Philadelphia, 700, or more than one in seven 1 was intoxicated. The cause of all this
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since, on which occasion the following hymn was casioned by intemperance. And medical a lesson to the intemperate thus to see, in the tion. Its object is to present the greatest encourages the Proprietor to recommend it
men, extensively, have given it as their criminal’s degraded condition, that to which amount of useful information and of sound insungHYMN.
opinion, that a similar proportion has been lheir “ harrolessiodulgences,” if persisted in,, Btnlction in the most |easi Rnd conveni. with renewed confidence to the public, as a
BY REV. MR. PIERPONT.
occasioned in the same way in other places. may lead them. Experience and observa-!ent form, and at the lowest possible price, most innocent as well as powerful applica
Thou, who on the whirlwind ridest,
In Albany, New York, a careful examin tion have established this lamentable fact, The publishers have it in view to furnish a tion for this annoying disease. The most
At whose word the thunder roars,
ation was made, by respectable gentlemen, that nine tenths of all the crime, degrada work for families ; one which shall not only inveterate caseshave been cured in one
Who, in majesty presides!
into the cases of those who died of the chol tion, misery and pauperism in our country satisfy the curiosity and amuse the fancy, but hour ! by this esteemed Ointment. It con
O’er the oceans and their shores ;
From those shores and from the oceans,
era in that city, during the summer of 1832, is the legitimate fruit of intemperance. In which shall at the same time store the mind tains no Mercury, or other noxious ingre
We, the children of the sea,
over 16 years of age. The result was ex these cases the indulgence of this vice insti with useful knowledge, and prove as attract dient, and may be confidently applied even
Come to pay thee our devotions,
to every reader as books of fiction. To to the youngest children, or to pregnant
amined in detail by nine Physicians, mem gated Mills to apply the midnight torch to ive
And to give this house to thee.
effect this purpose, the pages of the work
the barn of Mr. Patrick, and thus were the will embrace whatever is most interesting in females. Price 37 and one half cents.
bers
of
the
Medical
Staff
attached
to
the
When, for business on great waters,
Board of Health in that city, (all who be buildings which his temperance economy books of modern travels : entertaining me
We go down to sea in ships,
long to it, except two who were at that time and industry had enabled him to erect, and moirs and biographical anecdotes ; curious
And out weeping wives and daughters
Hang, at parting, on our lips,
absent,) and published at their request un the productions of his fields which he gath geographical topics ; historical events and
This our Bethel, shall remind us
Intemperance, too, was details, ancient and modern ; remarkable ad
der the signature ofthe Chancellor ofthe ered, consumed.
That there’s osie who heareth prayer,
HE studious, the weakly, and others
State and the five distinguished gentlemen declared to be the cause of the commission ventures, both by sea and land ; valuable dis
And that those we leave behind us
who are troubled with soreness or
who compose the Executive Committee of of the crime of incest—a crime abhorrent to coveries and inventions, particularly in the
Are a faithful pastor’s care.
useful arts ; notices of the progress of im inflammation of that delicate organ, will
nature,
and
the
moral
sentiments
of
the
civ

the New York State Temperance Society,
Visions of our native highlands,
provement in all that relates to the comforts
and is as follows : Number of deaths, 336 ; ilized world. This crime was not prohibit and conveniences of life ; Natural History, be able to obtain a most pleasant and in
In our wave-rock’d dreams embalmed,
Winds that come from spicy Islands
viz : intemperate 140 ; free drinkers, 55 ; ed by our laws, untiltheadoption of the with descriptions of the most remarkable valuable application, in
When we long have lain becalmed,
I) UMFRIES’
moderate drinkers, mostly habitual, 131 ; Revised Statutes, and this is probably the quadrupeds, birds, fishes, reptiles, insects, &c.;
Are not to our souls so pleasant
also
trees,
shrubs
and
plants,
together
with
first
trial
and
conviction
of
the
kind
in
the
ETE
WATER:
strictly
temperate,
who
drank
no
ardent
As the offerings we shall bring
minerals, including the arts of mining, and
This well established Wash for the Eye
spirit, 5 ; members of Temperance Socie State.
Hither, to the Omnipresent,
descriptions of the most celebrated mines in is perfectly innocent, and gives immediate
For the shadow of his wing.
ties, 2 ;— and when it is recollected that
all parts of the world. The various phenom relief, even in very aggravated cases of
PROBATE NOTICE
of more than 5000 members of Temperance
When in port, each day that’s holy,
ena of nature likewise present subjects of un
To this house we’ll press in throngs ;
Societies in the city of Albany, only 2, not At a Court of Probate held at Alfred, within failing interest, and to them due attention soreness and inflammation. Price 25 cents.
When at sea, with spirit lowly,
one in 2500, have fallen by that disease
and for the County of York, on the first will be paid.
We’ll repeat its sacred songs.
which has spread sackcloth over the nations,
Monday in September, in the year of our Lord
Such are some of the topics to which the
Outward bound, shall we, in sadness,
and has cut off more than one in sixty of the
eighteen hundred and thirty-three, by the work will be devoted, and no diligence or
Lose its flag behind the seas -.
Homeward bound, we’ll greet with gladness
inhabitants of that city ; we cannot but be Honourable WILLIAM A? HAYES, Judge expense will be spared on the part of the
F most obstinate character, after
Its first floating on the breeze.
conductors to fill its pages with the most re
lieve that the universal dissemination of of said Court:
having baffled the skill of the most
Homeward bound ¡—with deep emotion,
these facts, and such as are contained in our 1T|OROTHY BRAGDON, administratrix cent and valuable intelligence relating to the
the estate of Thomas Bragdon, Jr. various departments of knowledge.
We remember, Lord, that life
eminent physicians, and withstood the most
Reports, would save multitudes of our coun late ofofYork,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
de

In
order
to
render
this
Magazine
more
use

Is a voyage upon an ocean,
highly recommended medical preparations,
trymen from temporal and eternal ruin.
ceased, having presented her first account of ful and interesting to readers,.a large number
Heaved by many a temptesUs strife.
By means of a Circular, the friends of administration of the estate of said deceased of highly-finished engravings will be inserted, has been checked, relieved and cured, in a
Be the statutes so engraven
On our hearts and minds, that we,
Temperance have been invited to meet si for allowance : and also her petition for an which may serve to convey more accurate number of instances in and about this cityy
Anchoring on Death’s quiet haven
multaneously, on the last Tuesday of Feb allowance out of the personal estate of said ideas of the forms of animals, trees, plants, by using for a shoit time
All may make our home with thee.
buildings, cities, and scenes, than any verbal Dr. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPECIFIC,
ruary, 1834, in every city, town and village, deceased :
ORDERED—That the said administratrix descriptions could do.
in this country, and in other countries, to
-----AND---TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
The editors will be particularly attentive,
ANTI-BILIOU8 PILLS,
hear addresses ; to form Temperance Soci give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published in the discharge of their duties, to subjects of
PERIODICAL CIRCULAR OF THE eties in all places in which there are none ; three weeks successively in the Kennebunk interest relating to our own country ; and will in connexion, according to the directions
to
enlarge
as
much
as
possible
all
that
are
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun introduce into each number a brief view of accompanying the Specific. It is also one
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE SO
of the best medicines known for Sick Head
now
formed
;
to
disseminate
information,
ty,
that they may appear at a Probate Court passing events, both domestic and foreign.
CIETY.
ache, Sickness at the Stomach, Nausea and
and
to
take
measures
1
to
extend
the
benign
i
¡to
be
held
at
North
Berwick,
in
said
county,
On
the
whole,
it
is
the
desire
of
the
pub

Dear Sir,—Our Sixth Annual Reportis ■
of the Temperance Reformation | on the first Monday in December next, at ten lishers to produce a work that by its low Flatulences.
this day published, and we respectfully in- influence
'
No complaint is perhaps more prevalent
the world ; and the friends of of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, price, and obviously useful and entertaining
viteyoi.tr attention, and that of the commu- throughout
.
if any they have, why the said account should character, shall secure the favor of the public, in this or any other country, than Head
Temperance
in
each
place
are
requested,
|
•nity with which you are connected, to it,
not be allowed, and the said allowance made.! and become an inmate of every family.
ache.—It is seldom a primary affection,
and also to the Fourth and Fifth Reports of jprevious to that time, to obtain answers to
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
To assist in the undertaking, the Penny but arises from a variety of causes, such as
the American Temperance Society, new the following inquiries, viz. : What is the A true copy,—Attest,
Magazine, of which two hundred thousand
? What number belong to the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
editions of the latter having been re-printed. population
!
copies are sold weekly in England, besides suppression of customary evacuations, ob
Temperance
Society
?
How
many
were
Sept.
7.
____________
___________
_
many other similar publications, are regular structed perspiration, &c. It is likewise not
They are constructed, not on the plan of
added
last
year
?
How
many
have
re

ly
received, and whatever is useful and ap unffequently symptomatic of indigestion, for
being annual or temporary reports, detailing ‘
UARRAREE & FURBISH, propriate
in their pages appears in the pages so great is the sympathy between the brain
only local operations, but on the plan of be nounced the traffic in ardent spirit ? How WOULD respectfully inform their friends : of
this. These resources, with the original
and the public that they have receiv contributions, will enable the conductors to and stomach, that it is often difficult to deter
ing general and permanent documents, ex- (many still continue in it, and how many of
bibiting great principles and embodying them professors of the Christian religion ? ed, on Cdnsignment, a large assortment of fulfil any just expectation that may be formed mine which is really in fault, and when it
What quantity is now used, and what is the
arises from a foul state of the stomach, it is
facts of permanent interest, and of high im- (
Cooking, Parlour and Shop in regard to the work.
expense ? How many who were intem
generally termed sick head ache, which will
portance in all ages, and to all countries. perate, now use no intoxicating drinks?
Conditions.—The People’s Magazine is be speedily relieved by this Specific.
STOVUS,
They are stereotyped, and contain about
published every other Saturday, at One Dol
How many paupers, what is the expense of which they will sell at Boston prices.
/I remarkable case is mentioned in Dr.
lar a year, payable in advance. The postage
120 pages each. We are especially desi
TIN WARE made expressly for ship and will be three fourths of a cent, if under 100 Conway’s pamphlet, of
pauperism, and what portion of it is occa
A Lady of
rous that a copy should be possessed by ev- *
sioned by strong drink ? How many crim family use.
Danvers,
who
had
been
afflicted
most ofthe
miles,
and
for
the
greatest
distance
one
cent
ery family ; and, had we the means, we ■
Tin, Sheet Iron, Lead, Ship and Fanlight and a quarter only. To all who take six or time for 20 years with a sick head-ache,
would give to them a gratuitous and univer inals were prosecuted the last year, at what Work, done at short notice.
more copies a reasonable discount will be
and how many of them have, for
Tin Ware ; Tin, Copper and Sheet Iron made. Persons wishing for the Magazine was cured by part of a box of this Specific.’*
sal circulation ; that every child might un- expense,
'
two years, used no ardent spirit ? And Funnel made and repaired.
Price of the Specific and Pills 50 cents
derstand the nature and effects of ardent
may hear of it at the Post-Office.
each.
They also want to engage two smart young
spirits, and the benefits which, should all they are requested to communicate the
BOTANICAL HYGEIAN
cease to drink it, would result to our coun above information at the simultaneous meet men for pedling Tin Ware.
THE
”*9
They
wish to buy 1000 Lambskins, for
ings
;
and
take
all
such
measures
as
may
try and the world. But as we have not the
which Cash will be paid.
be
most
extensively
and
permanently
useful.
Universal
Medicine.
means of doing this, the publications are
Kennebunk-port, Sept. 7, 1833.
In no way, it is believed, can greater
HIS compound of vegetable matter con
sold at 25 cents a copy, $2,25 per dozen,
be done than by putting a copy of our
sists of eight different articles only, and FfTHlS agonizing disorder Is cured in its
Apprentice
Wanted.
and $16,67 per hundred ; and may be had good
;
is warranted free from any mercurial or
most painful stages, by one ofthe
ANTED Immediately, as an appren
in any quantity, of Seth Bliss, No. 5, Corn Reports into every family. A single copy
tice at the Blacksmith’s Business, chymical substances, all of which are consid most simple as well as powerful remedies
bill, and Perkins & Marvin, No. 114, handed to a father has been the means of
intelligent lad, 15 or 16 years ofered
age. detrimental to those who take them.
known in modern practice. The
Washington street, Boston ; John P. Haven, raising him from the depths of vice and Applyatosmart, ELISHA
This medicine consists of two kinds of
CHADBOURNE.
wretchedness,
to
virtue
and
happiness;
re

No. 148, and Loring D. Dewey, No. 129,
CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS
Pills
put
up
in
one
box
with
a
parting,
and
Kennebunk, Sept. 6,1833. ,
Nassau street, New York; French & Per- storing him to his family and to society ; to
designated by No. 1 and 2 ; the No. 1 is the afford instant relief, without inflicting the
hold
an
elevated
and
responsible
station,
kins, No. 159, Chesnut street, Philadelphia ;
largest parcel. The box is enclosed with a slightest injury on the teeth. They are ap
NOTICE.
instead of being a curse, to be a bles
bill of directions and a blue paper strap wound plied externally to the parts affected, with
John W. Tilyard, S. Calvert street, Balli- and
'
LL
persons
having
unsettled
accounts
to all around him. In what way, for
more , Thompson & Homans, Washington sing
i
with the subscriber, of more than six lengthwise over the box with a flowered label the greatest ease and expedition, and gen
months standing, are requested call
to and on the outside, with the words Botanical Uni- erally operate as a soothing lenitive to the
City; D. C.; Freeman, Smith & Co. corner 25 cents, can a greater good be done to man
kind.
If
you,
Sir,
will
use
your
influence
settle
the
same
without
delay.
—
WOOD
will i versal Medicine. This vegetable compound suffering patient. Price 50 cents a box.
of Vine and Fifth streets, Cincinnati, and of '
is warranted good in all cases where any
many other Booksellers throughout the U. to
' put a copy into each, of the families in be received in payment for old debts if offer thing of the nature of a good cathartic is
your vicinity, you will essentially aid the ed immediately.
States. AH who wish to become acquainted •
WHITE TEETH !
WOOLLEN CLOTH wanted ; for which wanted. The oldest and youngest may take
Committee in the great work in which they
with this subject will find here ample ma are engaged, and perform an important a fair price will be given.
it without harm, or danger of taking cold,
AND
without altering diet or dress from accustom
terials, and those who wish to promote the '
JOHN G. MAYO.
service to the Community. The avails of
gy <»
ed habits. This medicine is sure to give sat
cause of Temperance, will be furnished with jall sold will be devoted to the gratuitous
Kennebunk, August 30,1833.
isfaction
to
all
the
world
if
rightly
adminis

HIl
HOSE
who
would
retain,
or
restore
means to do it efficaciously, and to the best distribution
‘
of the publications, to the dis
tered. It does not require the aid of any A
these desirable personal advantages
advantage. In many cases individuals have semination
,
other medicines. In common cases it should are assured that no composition can be
of the facts which they contain
distributed several hundred copies. In other 'and the promotion of the cause of temper
be used as medicine, and not as food as some
obtained superior to the
[Price reduced to 25 cents.}
■cases, extracts from them have been read in 'ance throughout the world.
other medicines are.
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
public meetings, and a subscription taken
O’BRITISH ANTICEPTIC^~n
The
subscriber
respectfully
invites
the
pub

Respectfully yours, &c.
cation. See directions.
lic to call on him and try this medicine. The
to put a copy into every family in a town
SAMUEL HUBBARD, Pres. A. T. S.
HE character of this celebrated Oint- public may rest assured that every article in
or county ; and the consequences have been
This is an elegant and pleasant prepara
JOHN TAPPAN,
inent stands unrivalled for being a safe, this medicine has been thoroughly tried and
highly beneficial. What is wanted is infor
GEORGE OD1ORNE
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome ! found to be as good as any thing that can be tion in every respect,and has for many years
mation brought home to the fireside, and
HEMAN LINCOLN,
Exec. Com. disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of1 found in any country. Any one that wishes past, given universal satisfaction wherever
the bosom of each individual ; and should
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar- for medicine, and are not able or willing to it has been used.
JUSTIN EDWARDS,
it be universal, there is reason to believe
tide
for
the mSalt
Rheum
and Chilblains.
purchase, are invited to call .and take
some
The Antiseptic Dentifrice is exempt
ENOCH HALE, Jr.
TT’ ithew xv
t? t r v
a v JAUNDICE
T A I T TV flA T
T? T? T HD HP TO T>
—
well
known
BITTERS, for trial, without money or price.
that it would, with the Divine blessing, do
Put
up
in from acid and other deleterious ingredients
Boston, Aug. 1833.
which
are
so
eminently
useful
for
removing
much towards changing the habits of the na
a warranted uniform manner in Providence, which too frequently enter the composition
P. S.—A copy of the Reports in the all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
R. I. by
S. PIKE.
tion. Says a distinguished civilian, “ The
of Tooth powders in common use, and it whi
magistrate, will A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
hand
of
each
legislator
and
None are genuine unless signed in the sub tens the enamel of the teeth without doing
truth as it is exhibited in these reports is
essentially
promote
the
good
of
the
commu

J
OHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk,
scriber
’
s
hand
writing.
mighty, and if it were carried home to the
GOODALE, Saco.
LEADER DAM, No. 29, Prince Street, it the least injury.—The regular use of
hearts and consciences of the whole popula nity ; and each individual who receives Wholesale by ENOCH
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
this Circular is respectfully and earnest
Boston,
is appointed Agent for the sale of the this admired powder, by purifying the
tion, I am sure it would prevail.” More
and Henshaw & Co, Delano & Whitney, Häslings,
ly
requested to communicate its con Marsh & Co. W. C, Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P. above medicine, at wholesale and retail, for mouth and preventing the accumulation of
than a million and a half of our countrymen
Hall and others, Dmggisis in Boston, and all orders to S. Pike of Providence, and by the following tartar, operates as the best preventive ofthe
have already renounced the use of ardent tents as extensively as possible.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. persons only at retail: Samuel Andrews, Tooth Ache. The Dentifrice removes
spirit; the government no longer furnishes
Seth W. Fowle, Joseph T. Brown, Wm. L. discolouration^, and restores the beautiful
From the Cooperstown Republican.
it for the army nor are permits granted to
Richardson, Ashel Boyden, Benjamin Hig native whiteness of the enamel. As its
STAGE NOTICE.
---------------gins, Erastus S. Holden, Charles French,
the soldiers to purchase it, or sutlers allow
Horrible ! A solemn warning to the en
application braces and strengthens the
ed to sell it to them. A similar change it emies of Temperance !—At the Circuit To all whom it may Concern. Ambrose Seaton, Pearson and Rowland, Gums, it secures to them their healthy and
HE following vote ofthe directors Charles Holbrook, Whitwell and Richards.
is hoped, will soon take place in the navy ; Court and Court of Oyer and Terminer,
For Sale, wholesale and retail, in Portland, florid hue, and by removing all offensive
of the PORTLAND STAGE COM
and should the use of it be abandoned, one for this County, which adjourned on Friday
by Wm. C. Mitchell & Co. Joshua Durgin, foreign accumulations from the teeth, pre
PANY
is
published,
that
all
who
are
or
may
of the principal causes of pauperism and last, three persons were sentenced to the
John Coe, Henry K. Hinkley and David serves the natural sweetness of the breath,
interested may take due notice.
crime, sickness, insanity and death, would State Prison, and two were sentenced to be ENOCH
PAINE, Agent P. S. Company. Griffith, Middle street ; in Kennebunk-port, Price 50 cents.
be removed ; many of the deepest fountains hard labor for six months in the County
Andrew Luques; in Wells, by Joseph
#*#None genuine unless signed on the
At a meeting of the Directors of the Port by
Wilson ; in Gorham, by J. H. and S. C. Clem
of human sorrow would be dried up, and jail. Of those guilty of felonies, Lorenzo land
Stage Company, held at Nathaniel M. ents
; in Limington, by James McArthur, outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
thousands annually saved from an un Mills and Hu Ida Lee, his sister, were con Towle’s inn, in Kennebunk, on Tuesday,
Esq.; in Newfield, by John Adams ; in Al etor,^. Kidder, immediate successor to
timely grave. The effect of ardent spirit victed of the crime of incest, and the first the 30th day of July, 1833,
fred, by Nathan Kendall ; in South-Berwick, the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
in producing sickness and death, may be sentenced for ten years and the latter for
VOTED, That said Company will not by
Trafton and Parker ; in Limerick, with all the other “ Conway Medicines,”
seen by the following statements, viz : The five years. These persons were also indict consider itself responsible, or in any way li by Doctors
Stimpson & Co. ; in Dover, by John H. at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
able
for
the
loss,
or
safety
of
any
Package,
or
physicians of Annapolis, Maryland, state ed for arson, in firing the barn of Mr. Pat
Wheeler and A. A. Tufts; at Great Falls, by
that, of 32 persons who died in that city in rick, of Butternuts, by which the barn, 200 Parcel of Money, or other articles delivered Dr. Wingate, and by most Dealers who pur J. Kidder’s DrugStore, corner of Court
one year over 18 years of age, 10, or nearly feet of sheds and 40 ions of hay were con to any Driver of a Stage, or other person in chase L. Dam’s medicines, in all of the New- & Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
ton :—& also, his by special appointment,
one third, died of diseases occasioned by in sumed. On this indictment the brother was their employment, for transportation.
England States.
Attest, NATH’L. JEFFERDS, Clerk.
by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
July 13, 1833.
temperance ; that 18 were males, that of found guilty and sentenced to 7 years im
A true Copy,
***Large
discount to those who buy to
these, 9, or one half, died of diseases occa prisonment, and the sister acquitted. James
Attest, NATH’L. JEFFERDS, Clerk.
MILITARY GOODS. sell again.
sioned in the same way. And they say, McDonald, Jr. was convicted of burglary, Kennebunk, July 30, 1833.
LAITED and Gilt Mounted Swords and
“ When we recollect that even the temperate in breaking open and entering a distillery
Epauletes ; Cords ; Braids ;
HEAR I¥OW, or SOOY hear
use, as it is called, of ardent spirit, lays the to obtain whiskey, and sentenced to imprisMorocco Belts and Plates ; Steel Swivels ;
iroiii another SOURCE.
foundation fora numerous train of incurable> onme.nt for four years. Ira Newkirk and
UNDAY EVENINGS ; or, an easy in- Plumes ; Gilt and Plaited Lace ;
LL unsettled accounts with the subscri
maladies, we feel justified in expressing the; Joseph Harper were convicted of petty larArtillery
and
Infantry
Buttons,
&c.
&c.
troduction to the reading of the Bible,
bers must be settled previous to the last
belief, that were the use of distilled liquors en• cenies.
For sale very cheap by
(Designed for Sunday Reading and Sunday
day of September or cost will follow.
MILLER
&
HALL.
tirely discontinued, the number of deaths aWINN & PAYNE.
When the prisoners were brought into School Libraries.) Parts 1 & 2.
August 22, 1833.
Ogunquit, Me. (Wells,) August 27, 1833.
mong the male adults, would be diminished court to receive their sentence they present
American Universal Geography, for
one half.” Of 91 deaths of adult persons in 1 ed a scene which we would that every in Schools and Academies. By J. L. Blake.
The Second Reader, for Schools or Fam
year, in New Haven, Conn. 32, in the judg temperate man and drunkard could have
IS,
CORDS Hemlock Bark wanted, for
VERY convenient two story dwelling
ment of the Medical Association, were occa witnessed ; and had it not reformed them ilies, by J. L. Blake.
Sketch ofthe Bible, for Children and Youth,
WF which the market price will be
house to let. Inquire of
sioned by strong drink. Of 67 in New Bruns* then would reformation be hopeless. Being with
notes. For sale by
D. REMICH.
paid by
MILLER & HALL.
JOHN FROST.
wick, N. J. more than one third were occa- asked what they had to say why sentence
Aug. 16,1833.
Aug. 23,1833.
Kennebunk, August 10,1833,
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